The Science of Healing & Quantum Faith
John G. Lake quotes on his knowledge of natural science and the 'science of healing':
Having formal acknowledgement as a student of science, it was my privilege to
attend clinics, which I frequently did......
At one time I submitted myself to a series of experiments. It was not sufficient to know that
God healed; I had to know how God healed.
I visited one of the great experimental institutions and submitted myself for a series of
experiments. First, an instrument was attached to my head. This instrument had an indicator
that would register the vibrations of the brain. I began to repeat things like the 23rd Psalm to
soothe the mind and reduce its vibrations to the lowest point. Then I repeated the 31st Psalm,
the 35th chapter of Isaiah, the 91st Psalm, and Paul's address before Agrippa. After this, I went
into secular literature and recited Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade" and finally Poe's
"The Raven" as I prayed in my heart that at the psychological moment, God would anoint my
soul in the Holy Spirit.
My difficulty was that while reciting, I could not keep the Spirit from coming upon me. When I
finished with "The Raven," those in charge of the experiment said,
"You are a phenomenon. You have a wider mental range than any human being we have ever
seen!"
In reality, this was not so.
It was because the Spirit of God kept coming upon me to such degree that I could feel the
moving of the Spirit within me. I prayed in my heart, "Lord God, if You will only let the Spirit of
God come like the lightnings of God upon my soul for two seconds, I know something is going
to happen that these men have never seen before.
As I recited the last lines of the poem, suddenly The Spirit of God struck me in a burst of praise
and tongues. The indicator on that instrument bounded to the limit and I haven't the least idea
how
much further it would have gone if it had been possible. The professors said, "We have never
seen anything like it!"
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I replied, "Gentlemen, it is the Holy Ghost." (You'll notice that the action of the spiritual was
measurable in the natural.....think about that. Dr. Lake said one of the hardest things to do is to
get people to believe that the Holy Spirit is a tangible substance - His touch upon the human
body is measurable by scientific instruments.)
In the second experiment, a powerful X-ray machine with microscopic attachments was
connected to my head. The purpose was to see, if possible, what the action of the brain cells
was. I proceeded just as in the former experiment. First, I repeated Scriptures that were
soothing, those calculated to reduce the action of the cortex cells to their lowest possible
register. Then I went to Scriptures which conveyed better and richer things until I reached the
first chapter of John.
As I began to recite this, the fires of God began to burn in my heart. Suddenly, the Spirit of God
came upon me as before, and the man who was behind me touched me. It was a signal to me
to keep that
poise of soul until one after another could look through the instrument.
Finally, when I let go, the Spirit subsided.
The professors said, "Why, man, we cannot understand this, but the cortex cells expanded
amazingly."
I said to them, "Gentlemen, I want you to see one more thing. Go down in your hospital and
bring back a man who has inflammation in the bone. Take your instrument and attach it to his
leg. Leave enough space to get my hand on his leg. You can attach it to both sides."
When the instrument was ready, I put my hand on the man's shin and prayed like Mother Etter
prays: no strange prayer, but the cry of my heart to God. I said, "God, kill the devilish disease by
Your power. Let the Spirit move in him; let it live in him."
Then I asked, "Gentlemen, what is taking place?"
They replied, "Every cell is responding."
It is so simple: The life of God comes back into a part that is afflicted; immediately the blood
flows; the closed, congested cells respond; and the work is done!
That is God's divine science.
Oh, beloved, when you pray, something is happening in you!
It is not a myth; it is the action of God.
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The Almighty God, by the Spirit, comes into your soul, takes possession of your brain and
manifests Himself in the cortex cells of your brain. When you wish and will, either consciously
or unconsciously, the fire of God, the power of God, that life of God, that nature of God, is
transmitted from the cortex cells of your brain and throbs through your nerves down through
your person, into every cell of your being into every cell of your brain, your blood, your flesh,
and your bone, into every square inch of your skin, until you are alive with God!
That is divine healing.
Taken from "Adventures in God" by John G. Lake

Divine Healing Is Scientific
Divine healing is scientific.
Atonement through the grace of God is scientific in its application.
Jesus used many methods of healing the sick. All were scientific.
Science is the discovery of how God does things.
Jesus laid His hands upon the sick in obedience to the law of contract and transmission. Contact
of His hands with the sick one permitted the Spirit of God in Him to flow into the sick person.
The sick woman who touched His clothes found that the Spirit emanated from his person. She
touched the "hem of His garment" and the Spirit flashed into her. She was made whole. This is a
scientific process.
Paul, knowing this law, laid his hands upon handkerchiefs and aprons. The Bible says that when
they were laid upon the sick they were healed, and the demons went out of those possessed.
Materialists have said this was superstition. It is entirely scientific. The Spirit of God emanating
from Paul transformed the handkerchiefs into "storage batteries" of the Holy Spirit power.
When they were laid upon the sick they surcharged the body, and healing was the results.
(Read Acts 19: 12)
This demonstrates firstly that the Spirit of God is a tangible substance, a heavenly materiality.
Secondly, He is capable of being stored in the substance of cloth as demonstrated in the
garments of Jesus or the handkerchiefs of Paul.
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Thirdly, He will transmit power from the handkerchiefs to the sick person.
Fourthly, His action in the sick man was so powerful the disease departed. The demonised were
also delivered.
Fifthly, both the sick and the insane were delivered and healed by this method.
Taken from: "The Ministry of Healing and Miracles" Sermon
God's Science of Salvation & Divine Healing
Throughout my life a spirit of investigation predominated. It has never been easy to accept
truth readily, until my soul stepped out inch by inch and proved the ground. It was not
sufficient to know God healed; I had to know how God healed.
(Dr. Lake then says that the ability to assimilate the Spirit of God/the Life of God works the
same way that natural digestion does. Both are scientific in their operation. Think about this.
We will look at this as its own subject later.)
'You must be born again' is a truly scientific statement. (Think of what is being said here. We
think of the new birth in purely spiritual terms. Dr. Lake is saying that it is also God's science in
operation.)
In these days, they are able to transmit by wireless from six to seven thousand miles, and even
twelve thousand miles recently. They have been able to demonstrate that in 1/10th of a
second they can transmit the first section of thought 12,000 miles. Think of it! There is
practically no such thing as time; it is practically done instantaneously.
THIS EXPLAINS INSTANTANEOUS SALVATION AND INSTANTANEOUS HEALING.....
My soul has grown tired long ago of men treating the whole subject of Christianity as though it
were child's play. We have our physical sciences, we have our psychological sciences, the action
of the mind, taught in the great schools of the land, but there is something greater.
One of these days there is going to be a new chair.
It will be the chair of pneumatology, the science of spirit, by which men will undertake to
discover the laws of God. And by the grace of God, men shall know that God is alive, and the
living Spirit of God is no dream.
Why, there is more science in the mind of God in five minutes than the bloated scholarship of
the world ever knew. "In HIM was LIFE, and the LIFE as the light of men." The LIFE of God is that
which the mind of men, and the keenest of them, never knew, and never discovered.
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(At the end of his sermon on "The Science of Healing", Dr. Lake mentions that electricity has
always been in the world, but now men have learned the laws that govern it and how to apply it
to the need of mankind.)
The power of God is the voltage of heaven. The lightnings of Jesus heal men by its flash; sin
dissolves, disease flees when the power of God approaches.
Taken from: "Science of Healing"

In The Spirit of God There Is A Science
Remarks by Dr. Lake: "I want you to see that in the Spirit of God there is a science far beyond
physical or psychological science, and the man or woman who enters into the spirit relation
with God and exercises His power is most scientific."
Taken from: 'Lake and Divine Healing Investigated'
**************
Students have long since discovered a new science. This new science is known as
pneumatology, the science of the spirit. Pneumatology is a recognition of the laws of the Spirit,
a discerning of the modus operandi of the Spirit’s working its effects and powers.
Taken from: Brett Wyatt (2014-05-31). Healer: The Controversial and Supernatural Life of John
G. Lake Book 1 1912-1923 (Kindle Locations 636-638). Riley Media Group LLC. Kindle Edition.

Quantum Faith

Annette Capps, daughter of Charles Capps, wrote a mini book several years ago that connects
and expands on the 'science of the Spirit' that Dr. Lake shared about so many years ago, and
proves the truth of it by looking at the field of science called, 'quantum mechanics'.
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She opens with a prophecy given by her Dad many years before that she did not understand at
the time, probably no one did:

Here are some excerpts from the first half of her book. As you read, please keep in mind Dr.
Lake's comment that: "Divine healing is scientific." Quantum Physics shows how that science
happens.
Please read Mark 11:23:
Looking at it from a surface level, it would seem a ridiculous statement that Jesus made. How is
it possible that spoken words would send a mountain into the sea? For the past 27 years, it has
required faith on my part to believe that words are that powerful. Recent study in the area of
quantum physics, however, has convinced me that what Jesus spoke is absolute scientific fact! As
I studied the theories of quantum physics, I was reminded of a prophecy given by my father, author
and teacher Charles Capps, "Some things which have required faith to believe will no longer require faith, for
it will be proven to be scientific fact."
MUSTARD SEED AND QUANTUM PHYSICS:

When Jesus said in Luke 17:6, "If you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, you would say...", He was
speaking of the smallest seed that could be seen in His time. If He were here today, He might say "If you
had faith as an atom..." or even smaller, "If you had faith as a quark (which is a subatomic particle)...". The
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point He was making was that small things that cannot be easily seen manifest themselves and affect
things in this larger world where we live.
Quantum physics is the study of things so small that we cannot see them, yet everything we see is
made of these subatomic particles. Remember, Hebrews 11:3 says: "Through faith we understand
that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of
things which do appear."
The chocolate cake you ate yesterday was made from things which do not appear. The recipe calls for water
(H2O). Before the hydrogen and oxygen combined into water, you could not see anything, yet the
substance for water was there. Before God spoke and said "Let there be light", the substance for
light was there. The sound vibration of His words caused the substance to manifest and appear.
Words are Energy:
Words are energy and energy affects matter. The energy of your microwave vibrates the water
molecules and heats the water. The energy of electricity flows to your washing machine and powers the
motor that spins the tub and cleans your clothes. So, we can rightfully say that energy affects matter.
Your words are energy and they affect the matter in your life. When you speak the words, "This is the
worst car I have ever had! You stupid piece of junk!" Those words are vibrations of energy that affect
the atoms that make up that car. If you speak those words long enough, your car will obey you!
Scientists have performed experiments with atoms and their subatomic particles such as electrons.
If you paid attention in school, you saw the diagram of an atom with the electron orbiting it like the
earth orbits the sun.

The interesting thing is that scientists have discovered that the electron that is shown orbiting the
nucleus is not always there in particle form. It exists in a wave state (like a cloud, everywhere at once) until
someone looks at it. When the scientist observes it, it suddenly appears as a dot (particle). What we all
want to know, is, "How does it know someone is looking at it?" It obviously is responding to the observer's
interaction with it.
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One of the difficulties in quantum physics is that the particles behave somewhat differently for each
observer, which leads me to the question, "Does it behave according to what the scientist believes?" In any
event, we can definitely conclude that Jesus was right when He taught that all matter responds to faith
and words. The substance from which our world is made is influenced and manifested by words. The things
that you desire are made up of atoms. They know what you believe, hear what you say and behave accordingly!
Beliefs Produce Energy:
The thoughts and beliefs that you carry also produce an energy around you. Have you ever noticed
that when you are angry, things go wrong, and people are insulting and angry with you? Your
thoughts and beliefs produce an energy that people can perceive and react to. If you believe that no one
likes you, then you emit that rejecting type of energy, and people will be driven away from you.
Things Obey Words:
So the Lord said, "If you have faith as a mustard seed, you can say to this mulberry tree, 'Be pulled up by
the roots and be planted in the sea,' and it would obey you." Luke 17:6
Being the daughter of Charles Capps, how many times do you think I have heard that "things obey words"?
Many times, I can assure you! Well, bringing things down to their atomic level and learning that
scientifically these particles respond to people has had a significant affect on my faith. When Jesus spoke
to the fig tree and said, "No man eat fruit from thee hereafter forever", then that fig tree dried up from the
atomic level because of His words. When He spoke to the winds and the waves, they obeyed Him. He was
teaching us the undeniable Biblical principle that THINGSOBEYWORDS.
Jesus did not demonstrate this just to prove He was the Son of God. He demonstrated it and then told his
disciples that they too can speak words of power. He wanted us to have the revelation that we are
powerful spirit beings who can speak to the mountains in our life and they will obey us.
One of the reasons that some people have a hard time believing this principle is that sometimes it takes
a long time for things to manifest from the unseen into this seen realm. It especially takes a long time
when you dig up your seed every day to see if anything is happening yet! The seed will produce in its
time if you leave it alone.
Do you believe that the words you speak come to pass? From this time on, listen to what you are
saying to the things around you. Are you speaking curses to your checkbook? Are you telling it to dry up
from the roots? How about your children? What are you telling them? They will obey your
"prophecies" of failure and delinquency.
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Things are responding to your words every day, so speak good things to all that surrounds your life. If
you really believe Jesus' words, you will monitor your thoughts and conversations, because you are
the one giving substance to your world through words!
Frequency and Vibration:
All "things" (matter) are made of atoms, including your children, your car, your computer, and your
house. None of these "things" is solid, including your kitchen table even if it is made of oak. You may
not see the space between the atoms in your table, but if you could see that small, you could also
see movement. That's right! Your kitchen table is vibrating! Everything has a frequency of vibration. You
vibrate, your car vibrates, and even the mountain behind your house vibrates. They all have a natural
frequency.
Go back to our example of the microwave heating your cup of water. How does it do that? The
frequency vibration of microwaves is much higher than that of water. When those high frequency
waves begin to bombard the water molecules, the electrons in the atoms are excited and move more and
more rapidly (a higher vibration). The result is that the substance (water) becomes hotter. The
electrons have jumped to a higher orbit changing the behavior of your water into boiling.
When you introduce cold temperature to water, it slows down the vibrations of the atomic structure
to such a degree that the water becomes more solid and freezes.
All "things" respond to the vibration of energy. What kind of energy are you producing? Doyou want
your water boiling or frozen? Are you introducing faith-energized high frequency words to your
children, finances, and health? Or do you introduce low frequency, negative words
that freeze your circumstances into a continual series of crises?
You have a choice to use the energy of your words to change matter. The things in your life will
obey your words. By speaking to objects such as your computer, "Stupid computer! It's going to
crash!" you will find that it obeys you. It doesn't care whether crashing is a good thing or bad thing, it
just obeys you. Or you can make another choice when speaking to "things". "This is a good car. It always
starts and runs well."
"But I would be lying. I have had problems with it," you say. Yes, but do you want to reinforce that which exists
or change it? By acknowledging the good things about the car, you create a positive belief about it
which will ultimately change it to what you desire.
Imagine taking the highest frequency of all, the vibrating creative words of God, and changing the
vibration of those "things" you want changed!
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Strange Quantum Behavior:
What is it that you desire? The bigger question is, "What are you choosing?" The possibilities for your
life are unlimited!
Quantum physics is a realm where the known laws of physics (Newtonian physics) no longer apply. In
classic (Newtonian) physics you can repeat experiments using the same formulas and get the answers and
responses you expect. The experiments are repeatable. You can expect that this is the way things work.
For instance, when Isaac Newton saw the apple fall from the tree to the ground, he discovered a
natural law, gravity. You can experiment with gravity all you like and it will work every time. What goes up
must come down! If you jump off the roof of your house, you will always go down, not up.
In the quantum, subatomic arena, there are only possibilities and probabilities. Things don't work
like you think they should. Nothing is there until you look. All that exists is only an infinite number of
possibilities. (Remember Jesus said, "All things are possible to him that believeth." Mark 9:23)
Whereas gravity works whether anyone is present or not (a tree falls down, not up, even if no one
observes it), subatomic particles are not there unless someone (an observer) looks for them. We
can't really know what they are doing, or even if they exist when we are not looking. It is possible
that they "are not". I Corinthians 1:28 says that God has chosen the "things that are not to bring to
nought things that are."
How can a thing not be? This scripture makes no sense at all until you bring it down to the atomic
level. All things are made of atoms, which are made of subatomic particles. These particles are not
really particles because they exist only in a state of possibilities until someone observes them at which
point they appear as a thing (particle).
If that sounds crazy, read Hebrews 11:1 "Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen."
When you hope for something, where does it exist?
Only in your mind and heart. It "is not", it is only a possibility.
"Through faith we understand the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which
are seen were not made of things which do appear." Hebrews 11:3 The Concordant Literal New
Testament says, "...so that what is being observed has not come out of what is appearing." (what is
visible) This is a statement that could have been made by a physicist!
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What makes it appear? You, the observer, with faith that gives substance to your hopes and dreams.
Faith observes that which "is not", and gives it substance so that it may appear and become visible.
The key to manifesting matter, is to interact with that which "is not" so that it becomes what you
hope for.
Your expectations and beliefs (or what you observe) is of primary importance. If you observe and
expect failure, sickness or disaster, that is exactly what will manifest.
There are an infinite number of possibilities that exist for your life. You alone have the power to choose
which possibility becomes reality in your life. Choose wisely.

Annette's book is available as an ebook @ Amazon for $1.99.
Also, on Youtube, you will find the programs she and her father did on his television broadcast
by this same title: "Quantum Faith".
I would encourage you to investigate this line of thought.
I will be adding more articles along this line.
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